
Zoom Software Help Sheet No 3 - Sharing

ormally, when we atttend a Zoom Meeting we are merely participants and are not required to 
share anything.    Meeting with Friends and Family it is simply seeing each other face to face 

and having a chat.   But when we want to share anything then we have to use the SHARE Button as
in the screenshot below.     And we, as members of the AV Group, if would like others to see our 
work then it is necessary that we learn how to use this button

N

The SHARE SCREEN button

Click on the green SHARE SCREEN button to get the next screen and then click the SCREEN 
icon to get to your desktop which holds the file(s) you wish to share.   Normally the SCREEN icon 
will be in blue as in the screenshot below.   This is normally the default.

 Fig 8

Preparation

If we want to share a particular sequence then it is advisable to have this already on our desktop 
ready for access.   The reason for this is that we do not want to hold the meeting up whilst searching
for it!    And also, is it the right version!!    That is why it is beneficial to practice opening the file in 
your own Meeting Room beforehand.   It is not good practice and can be quite embarassing if you 
can’t find it quickly when you go live!    So transfer the file(s) you wish to share to your desktop.    
But do not put it in the centre of the screen as it will be covered up by Zoom.    You could put it on 
your task bar but that, too, may be covered up by the Zoom Taskbar.   The best solution is to put it 
on one side or the other.



The screen above (see Fig 8) not only shows the blue screen icon but also any programmes that may
be open on your desktop.   In my case you will see that my email programme eM Client is open and
also my Text Programme to which I am writing this.    Perhaps it would be wise to close any pro-
gramme that you do not wish others to see.  (If I had closed these two programmes all that would be
visible would the top three icons and not the five as shown!)

Fig 9 - Fragment of my desktop showing the PTE file I wish to share

The green border at the bottom of the screen goes all round the screen as mentioned above and 
shows that you are live.   So what you are doing on the desktop is visible to the other participants of
the meeting.   The white box at the top right of this fragment is the bottom left corner of the Zoom 
screen.

I double click on the PTE file and after a few seconds it will start and give the screen below (Fig 
10).

 Fig 10 - File presentation - In this case a menu of 5 sequemces

I have used PTE AV 10 to produce this menu of my sequences so that I can show them one at a time and talk 
between them as necessary in any presentation I may make on Zoom or at a face to face meeting.  



I have double clicked my file icon on the desktop to open it and as you can see I am now sharing 
this file.   The green button down the bottom says “You are now sharing” and the red tab says “Stop 
sharing”.   At the top right you will see a small image of me (the speaker and one who is sharing).   
The main image is not quite maximised but once I have selected a sequence to show then it will 
maximise automatically as my sequences are all compiled to 16 x 9 format.   There is also a 1 or 2 
pixel wide green border around the whole screen that signifies I am live sharing and that others can 
see my screen and hear my sound.    It is not very clear in this screenshot but is clear in Fig 9 above.

The small image of the speaker on the right is normally supplemented by other members of the 
meeting with their images.   They can be down the right hand side or across the top.    In a meeting 
where there is more than one participant then there is a button at the top right corner saying View 
and underneath that Gallery.   If you click on Gallery then you are likely to see all the members of 
the group that are participating.    There is also an option for “Speaker View”.

Conduct of the meeting

The conduct of the meeting is normally in the hands of the host who invites members to attend the 
meeting.   He plans the meeting and then sends out invitations to prospective participants with the 
meeting ID and the password to “get into” the meeting.   It is the host who invites members to speak
or even share their files whilst actually in the meeting.   Participants can be “muted” by the host and
it is common for the host to “mute” all participants whilst the meeting is in progress.   Anyone wish-
ing to speak is asked to raise their hand so that the host can either “unmute” them or the questioner 
“unmutes” him or herself”!

Cost
A personal meeting can hold up to 100 participants and group meetings can be held for up to 40 
minutes as shown below.  Meetings in excess of 40 minutes must be paid for and the table below 
shows the subscriptions required.   The amounts shown are monthly but can be paid annually in-
stead.    And if you go beyond 40 minutes without having taken out a subscription the meeting will 
automatically be terminated by Zoom without warning!
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